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P R O J E C T  B A C K G R O U N D  
The Esopus Meadows Preserve is one of six locations included in a study called What 
Made Shorelines Resilient: A Forensic Analysis of Shoreline Structures on the Hudson River 
Following Three Historic Storms. The sites had either traditional or non-traditional nature-
based shoreline stabilization techniques and were impacted by Tropical Storms Irene 
and Lee in 2011 and Post-Tropical Storm Sandy in 2012. Separate case studies describing 
each site and the impact of the three storms have been prepared. Two additional reports 
describe the methodology used and the common project performance factors. All eight 
documents can be found at http://www.hrnerr.org/shorelinesforensicanalysis. Each 
Forensic Analysis included the review of historic photographs and design drawings, 
interviews with project managers and designers, field data collection, and modeling of 
the hydrodynamic conditions during each of the three storms. Collectively, this infor-
mation was used to create a holistic picture of each site, from which the critical project 
performance factors could be determined. Impacts from debris, undersized stones, im-
proper slopes, as well as monitoring and maintenance protocols, adaptive management, 
and maturity of vegetation were all considered. Overall, the Esopus Meadows Preserve 
site fared well during the major storm events due to the strong root systems developed 
by the hardy vegetation in the years prior to the storms. 

S I T E  B A C K G R O U N D  
Esopus Meadows Preserve is one of the most scenic portions of the Hudson River and is 
home to one of the largest tidal flats in the estuary. The area was historically used by 
Native Americans for fishing and later by local farmers for grazing cows at low tide. 
The idyllic setting provides critical habitat to local flora and fauna and makes it a very 
productive fish nursery for shad, perch, and striped bass. The project site lies on a parcel 
of land adjacent to the Esopous Meadows Preserve and was acquired by Scenic Hudson 
with the objective of constructing a water trail stop and access point for non-motorized 
boats. At the time it was acquired, the shoreline was stabilized by a dilapidated bulk-
head, constructed to protect a simple brick structure. The hazardous structure was hav-
ing apparent negative impacts on the condition of the shoreline habitat, causing severe 
erosion along the face of the wall, and limited water access. In an effort to restore the 
site to a more natural and aesthetically pleasing state, Scenic Hudson removed the fail-
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ing bulkhead and existing building. In order to stabilize the shoreline after the bulkhead was removed, an 
innovative approach incorporating a variety of natural elements was utilized. Native vegetation was planted and 
stone was strategically placed to help reduce erosion and to provide a robust, natural intertidal habitat. The initial 
construction of the Esopus Meadows shoreline stabilization project was completed in September of 2006, but 
minor repairs needed to be made after a spring Nor’easter in 2007 (discussed in detail later). Due to the way in 
which natural elements were incorporated into the shoreline design, the Esopus Meadows project is highlighted 
by the Hudson River Sustainable Shorelines Project in its network of demonstration projects representing best 
practices for ecologically enhanced shoreline stabilization (https://www.hrnerr.org/hudson-river-sustainable-
shorelines/demonstration-site-network/). 

S H O R E L I N E  S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  H I S T O R Y  
To create a history of the shoreline evolution at Esopus Meadows, we used Google Earth for aerial photographs 
and www.historicaerials.com for both aerial photographs and topographic maps. A time-lapse video of the 
changes was created and is archived at https://www.hrnerr.org/hudson-river-sustainable-
shorelines/shorelines-engineering/. The brick structure and the road leading to it are not featured on the 1971 
topographic map but do appear on the 1981 map, suggesting it was built sometime in the mid-late 1970’s. A 
sample of the available aerial photography is presented in Figure 1. The earliest aerial photograph that clearly 
depicts the site, including the brick structure, was taken in 2004 near the beginning of construction. The linearity 
of the shoreline in the image is clear evidence of the existence of the bulkhead. An aerial photograph taken ten 
years earlier depicts what appears to be a very similar shoreline, but the quality of the photograph is fairly poor. 
Unusable aerial photographs spanned from 2006 (completion of construction) to 2011. Overall the photographs 
show minimal shoreline change, suggesting the bulkhead successfully limited large-scale erosion of the shoreline. 
Finer scale shoreline changes not discernable in the aerial images are discussed below in the Performance section. 

 

Figure 1 – Close-up images of the Esopus site showing from left to right the pre-construction (2004), post-construction 
(2011), and most recent conditions (2013). 

D E S I G N  A N D  E C O L O G I C A L  A L T E R A T I O N S  
The shoreline rehabilitation project at Esopus Meadows was undertaken by Scenic Hudson, who contracted with 
Creative Habitat Corp., a firm specializing in ecological restoration projects. Scenic Hudson requested a design 
that would welcome paddlers traveling along the Hudson River Greenway Water Trail. The general design 
philosophy used by Creative Habitat for the project was to maximize the use of native materials and to place 
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them in a way that mimicked nearby stable shorelines. Prior to commencement of the project, the existing six-foot 
tall bulkhead at the site was found to be in poor condition (Figure 2). Over time, a scour depression formed in 
front of the structure, which caused the structure to tilt forward as shown. In order to remove the hazard, create 
intertidal habitat, and restore access to the water’s edge, the bulkhead and building were removed in early 2006. 
The redesigned shoreline utilized a combination of techniques to provide the required structural integrity while 
also maximizing ecological function. After the bulkhead was removed, the site was re-graded and a stone toe and 
stone access ramp were added to facilitate kayak access. The stone toe was constructed at the high tide line using 
on-site material to withstand erosion during spring tides. Soft gabions (vegetated geogrids) were used to wrap 
the soil and stone in order to rebuild the slope and hold the soil in place above the stone toe. An array of vegeta-
tion was planted in between layers or lifts to create additional support. The native shrub species planted between 
the soft gabions included dogwood, chokeberry, American elderberry, and arrowwood. The variety of vegetation 
was chosen to ensure survivability and to decrease the chance of a complete die-off due to natural forces, disease, 
or predation from local species such as muskrats and beavers. A biodegradable and wildlife-friendly erosion 
control mat made from the woven bristle coir of coconut husks was used to help stabilize the slope. Photographs 
of the construction from February 2006 are shown in the first two images in Figure 3, while the right image shows 
the site the following June. Overall, approximately 125 feet of hard shoreline was replaced. 

 

       Figure 2 - Photographs of the dilapidated bulkhead prior to project construction, June 2004 (Creative Habitat Corp.). 

 

Figure 3 - The Esopus site during initial construction (left and center, February 2006) and then in June 2006 (right) 
(Creative Habitat Corp.). 
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Unfortunately, a strong Nor’easter in April 2007 damaged a significant portion of the newly constructed 
shoreline. The roots of the vegetation, planted less than six months earlier, did not have sufficient time to build 
up enough resistance to hold the embankment in place. During the storm, approximately 80% of the soft gabion 
collapsed and was found slumping towards the shoreline (Figure 4). Rather than attempting to reset the project to 
its initial design, the existing erosion control fabric was simply draped over the slumping embankment and live 
stakes were used to secure it. Remarkably, only a few plants were completely lost during the storm. Many simply 
slid down the slope and came to rest on the boulder toe. A natural bedrock outcropping north of the project 
protected a portion of the original plantings and shrub species which have grown through the new gabion in the 
years since the 2007 storm. 

 

Figure 4 – The aftermath of the April 2007 Nor'easter (left and center) and the resetting and staking of the erosion control 
mat in May 2008 (right) (Creative Habitat Corp.). 

C O L L E C T I O N  O F  E N G I N E E R I N G  D A T A  
Multiple sources of data were collected and analyzed to understand the behavior of the shoreline at Esopus 
Meadows. The conclusions of the Forensic Analysis were based on the following sources/types of information: 

• Historic Aerial Photographs 

• Topographic Maps 
• Photographs (construction, pre- and post-storm photographs of the site) 

• Initial Site Visit  

• Discussions with Developer 
• Engineering Plans 

• Correspondence with Permit Staff 

• Final Site Visit (including topographic/bathymetric survey) 
• Hindcast of Storm Conditions (Wave and Water Level Climatology) 

C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N  O F  S I T E  C O N D I T I O N S   
The Esopus shoreline is located in an AE flood zone (high flood risk), with a base flood elevation (BFE) of 8 ft 
NAVD88 (the elevation of the upland at Esopus was approximately +5 ft). However, the majority of the preserve 
is located in an X zone (outside the 0.2% annual chance flood) as established by FEMA (panel 36111C0630E, 
effective September 25, 2009). The BFE represents the water elevation expected during the 1% annual chance of 
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occurrence or 100-yr storm event. The BFE represents a useful 
baseline with which to compare both the typical and storm 
conditions at the site. 

The Sustainable Shorelines physical forces climatology 
(http://www.hrnerr.org/hudson-river-sustainable-
shorelines/shorelines-engineering/physical-forces-statistics/) was 
used to characterize the site conditions during a typical year. The 
climatology is based on a numerical simulation of the hydrody-
namics within the Hudson River Estuary using a high-resolution, 
three-dimensional circulation model (NYHOPS) run for a typical year (2010). A summary of the site characteris-
tics is presented in Table 1. The maximum simulated water level in 2010 at the site (WLmax) was 4.90 ft NAVD88. 
The maximum (Hmax) and median (Hmed) modeled wind-wave heights were 1.77 ft, and 0.13 ft, respectively. An 
analysis of the fetches at the site confirms that the Esopus Meadows site can be classified as a low-moderate 
energy site. Based on the typical fetches delineated in Figure 5, the average fetch for the site is 5,350 ft (1.01 mi) 
while the maximum fetch is 7,530 ft (1.43 mi). The Sustainable Shorelines ice climatology database 
(http://www.hrnerr.org/hudson-river-sustainable-shorelines/shorelines-engineering/ice-conditions/), which is 
based on observations collected by the U.S. Coast Guard during the ice season (December-March), indicates that 
when present, the median ice thickness (Ice tmed) at Esopus Meadows is 1.6”, although thicknesses up to 6.5” 
occur 10% of the time (Ice t90%). Wake observations recorded near the project site over a 2-day period during the 
summer of 2012 and 2013 by summer students contained a maximum recorded wake (Hwake) in excess of 16”. 
Wakes of this magnitude are expected to occur fairly frequently at Esopus due to the combination of recreational 
and commercial boating in the area. 

Table 1 – Summary of site characteristics. 

Parameter Climatology 

WLmax (ft NAVD88) 4.90 
Hmax (ft) 1.77 
Hmed (ft) 0.13 
Ice tmed (in) 1.6 
Ice t90% (in) 6.5 
Hwake (in) 16+ 

 

Figure 5 – Fetch analysis for Esopus Meadows. Figure 6 – Bathymetric and topographic survey results  
for Esopus Meadows. 
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Following the protocol developed by the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies, a rapid assessment of the shore 
zone condition and ecological function was conducted by Stevens Institute researchers at the Esopus Meadows 
site. The visual evaluation included shore length, shore sinuosity, slope, substrate cover, vegetation type and 
height, upland land use, and the presence of wrack and large wooden debris. The observations were provided to 
the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies to serve as a baseline for assessing future changes. Topographic and 
bathymetric surveys of the site were conducted by Stevens to obtain detailed information about upland eleva-
tions, nearshore slopes, and offshore depths. The results of the survey are presented in Figure 6. The survey 
indicates that the bottom immediately offshore of the project site is extremely flat with elevations between 0 and -
5 ft NAVD88. Further offshore, a fairly gentle slope develops as the bottom slopes off into the channel. 

H I N D C A S T  S T O R M  C O N D I T I O N S  
Conditions during the three historic storms were hindcast using the NYHOPS numerical model. As shown in 
Figure 7, the water levels during both Irene and Sandy significantly exceeded the 95th percentile based on the 2010 
climatology. The hindcast water levels during Sandy exceeded 8 ft, which is reasonably consistent with the high-
water marks of 9.0 ft NAVD88 collected by the USGS south of the site in Poughkeepsie, and 9.2 ft NAVD88 north 
of the site in Kingston. Land elevations at the site suggest that it was inundated during Sandy, but not during 
Irene or Lee. The wave height hindcasts shown in Figure 8 show that wave heights during both Irene and Sandy 
significantly exceeded the 95th percentile from the 2010 climatology. While the wave heights during Hurricane 
Sandy also exceeded the maximum from the 2010 climatology (in fact they were nearly double), the wave heights 
during Irene and Lee did not. Based on these results, significant damage might have been expected at the site 
during Superstorm Sandy. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – Modeled water levels (ft NAVD 88) at Esopus during Irene, Lee, and Sandy. 
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D O C U M E N T E D  P E R F O R M A N C E  
After the modified shoreline plan was implemented in 2008, the vegetation thrived and became established over 
the course of the next several years (Figure 9). Prior to the occurrence of the three historic storms, the project had 
come to be viewed as a success from both ecological and recreational perspectives. The project returned the site to 
a natural condition, while at the same time providing paddlers with another access point on the Hudson River 
Greenway Water Trail. Overall, the Esopus Meadows project fared well during each of the three historic storms. 
Figure 10 shows the minimally damaged site just six days after Superstorm Sandy. Wrack and debris were found 
up to 7 ft above the mean high tide line (Figure 10, left image), a visual indication of the intense conditions the 
shoreline endured during the storm. One of the primary reasons for the resilience of the shoreline is believed to 
be the hardy vegetation and strong root systems that developed in the years prior to the storms. Another factor is 
considered to be the reduced slope, which resulted from the slumping of the original project. Mild slopes are 
generally more stable and easier to maintain than steep slopes, which are subject to scarping and slumping 
during storms. The extensive tidal flats also help protect the site by minimizing the amount of wave exposure 
during more typical conditions. 
 

 

   Figure 9 – Photographs of fully vegetated shoreline (2009) (Creative Habitat Corp.). 

Figure 8 – Modeled wave heights at Esopus during Irene, Lee, and Sandy. 
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Figure 10 – Photographs of the Esopus site taken after Sandy (November 3, 2012) (Creative Habitat Corp.). 

F I N D I N G S  
The initial damage to the project during the spring 2007 storm was likely related to several factors. The storm 
occurred just over six months after the completion of the project and resulted in displacement of the original 
vegetation and a modification of the placed slope. The fact that the vegetation at the site did not have time to 
develop adequate root strength prior to the storm made the soft gabion wall extremely vulnerable during its first 
growing season. In addition, the placed slopes may have been too steep to survive without additional protection. 
Creative adaptive management after the storm, including working with the storm-modified slope rather than 
attempting to rebuild the soft gabion structure, helped to salvage the project, stabilize the site, and achieve the 
project’s objective of recreating a natural shoreline. 

The hindcasts performed as a part of the Forensic Analysis indicate that the wave conditions during Sandy were 
extreme compared to the typical conditions according to the 2010 climatology. The conditions during Sandy also 
exceeded the wake heights measured during the two-day field study, during which the largest recorded wake 
was on the order of 1.3 ft. While a hindcast of the 2007 storm was not performed, it is unlikely that the conditions 
were worse than those experienced during Sandy. This points to several potential factors that may have contrib-
uted to the stability of the Esopus shoreline during the three historic storms. The first is the contribution of a fully 
developed root system to the stability of the vegetation and the overall erosion resistance of the shoreline. The 
fact that the site was able to withstand larger storms including Irene, Lee, and Sandy once the vegetation was 
fully established highlights the importance of providing temporary protection for shoreline projects in which the 
vegetation provides a significant part of the structural integrity of the shoreline. The second factor was the 
decision to work with the modified slope rather than rebuild the soft gabion wall after the 2007 storm. This 
resulted in a more dissipative shoreline that was less vulnerable to direct wave impact and further slumping 
during future storms such as Irene, Lee, and Sandy. The willingness of the project designer and the site owner to 
work with nature in using an adaptive approach is somewhat unique in shoreline design but appears to have 
played a significant role in the long-term success of the Esopus Meadows project. 


